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About This Game
Ancient Warfare 3 is a complete redevelopment of the second part to improve the experience from the core of the game. Dive
into a huge sandbox full of action and customization! Choose from different gamemodes like Deathmatch, Reach point,
conquest, king of the hill, zombie mode, arsenal and more. Create you own scenarios in the custom battle editor. Choose your
rules, change the environment, place units, objects or traps, choose your equipment or just relax and spectate a battle.
Explore the content from different eras like stone age, medieval ages, WWI, WWII and compare them to modern and future
weapons or just recreate some historic battles.
Fight your enemies on the ground, in the air or on the ocean, it's your choice!
Your player can use a very advanced and mixed equipment which will allow dynamic combat. Use a sword to cut your enemies
into pieces, a baton to punch them down, guns or bows to shoot at them, or an rpg to blow them up. Protect yourself with a
shield and wear armor to get some protection for different kind of weapons. To support you and your mates, you can carry
different grenades, healthpacks or ammo supplies.
Much content is already in game and there are still much more gamemodes, units, weapons and equipment planned. Until then,
you can test the 670+ units in game with 277+ equipment items and place 175+ different objects.
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Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
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Jannik Nickel
Publisher:
Jannik Nickel
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2017
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Minimum:
OS: Windows 7+
Processor: Quad Core 2.5GHz+
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DirectX: Version 11
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A mind bending word game that's for sure! Move the tiles in the direction they allow to form words which sounds simple but
can end up being hair pulling. I definitely recommend it for those that like to stretch their brain and feel the pain. XD. From
The little bits Ive managed to stumble through I feel Id really like this game if I wasnt constantly fighting the controls and
getting seemingly backstabbed in the face by the first boss.
Rolling seems slightly broken in that after rolling theres a chance the directional key wont respond and forces you the release
the key and push it again

Finally the dev doesnt seem to be responding to any disscusions since promising controller support eventually
Unfourtunately what little of the game I managed to play(due to afforementioned issues) hasnt inspired me to attempt to push
through and have decided to refund
Edit: Forgot to mention how limited character creation is, The diversity in races is alright but there are only like 7-10 hairstyles
and about the same number of hair colors
TLDR Cant reccomend due to slightly broken rolling. As in the description The Elite Units of the West DLC adds 14 new units
to major eastern factions. A greater variety of available units is always welcome. If you like one of these factions you'll love this
add-on.. Despite of a few bugs Geopolitical Simulator 3 is an exceptionally clever and entertaining game! Of course strategic
gaming must be your thing in order to fully appreciate MOW. It has more body than for example Civilization (which in itself is
also a good game). It is very interesting to see what influence your various decisions have in the field of domestic or foreign
policy, financial health, economic growth or social aspects. Also the causal relations between investing\/cutting in a particular
sector, creating contracts, growth, unemployment, production, trade balance, budget deficit, privitization etc..etc.. is very
realistic, interesting and entertaining. Fun to read the newspaper on which impact your various decisions have, how it is
presented and how well it is received by public opinion. One of the things I have learned is that you certainly can't satisfy all of
the people and organizations in a country. And most of the time it is a real challenge just to keep your head above the water. But
all the more satisfying it is when you do manage to create a contract, see that the invested tax payer dollars create economic
growth an jobs etc..etc..
Untill now I played only USA and I noticed that you realy have to balance between containing the budget deficit, stimulating
economic growth, your popularity rating and your dependence on congress which you will need in order to push foreward your
policy. You come to understand and realize the dilemma's most leaders also must have in real life! Also, don't trust the
republicans hahaha. If you for example ask the head of the republican party to support you on a bill in congress, he says he will
do so, but instead they stabb you in the back once it is voted on (that is if they don't agree with the bill of course). All in all I am
very enthousiastic about this game.
If I had to rate it on a scale of 1 to 10, I would say 11.. Now that's one amazing indie game, just wow. If you're looking for a
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challenge, maybe want to set a record for a speedrun then get this game. Surprised that not many people know about this game,
it's definatly worth it's price and I would reccomend it for anyone who loves platformming puzzle games.
PS. THE SOUNDTRACK IS AMAZING.. This game is fun, however I couldn't change the controls which pisses me off but
other than that its good. Instead of trying to make the game more accurate to the beat of your music, they threw a buttload of
new powerups, weapons, and gameplay mechanics in. Now whenever you rank up you get to unlock a perk. Using in-game
credits you get for playing songs you can upgrade these purchased perks (more mini-missiles, longer super lasers, etc.). This
adds a lot more depth and replay value compared to the "classic" game (which is still accessable on launch) and compared to
other rhythm games on steam.
I used to prefer Audiosurf but it has aged poorly and Beat Hazard has received loads of upgrades. This is my favorite rhythm
game on steam and probably one of the best available because of all the work the devs have put into it. Thank you for last.fm
integration!
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Would rather buy WinRar.. POSTED: 17 MARCH
ABANDONED GAME (DO NOT BUY)
===[ Audience: ]===
\u2610 Kids
\u2611 Everyone
\u2610 Casual players
\u2610 Pro players
===[ Graphics: ]===
\u2610 Potato
\u2611 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 OK
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece
===[Price\/quality: ]===
\u2610 Full price
\u2610 Wait for sale
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2611 Don't do it
===[ Requirments: ]===
\u2610 90' PC
\u2610 Minimum
\u2611 Medium
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 High end
\u2610 NASA computer
===[ Difficulty: ]===
\u2610 You just need 2 arms
\u2610 Ez
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2610 Dark Souls
\u2611 Impossible
===[ Game time\/length ]===
\u2611 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 12+ hours) (SINGLEPLAYER)
\u2610 Endless (MULTIPLAYER)
===[ Story] ===
\u2611 It doesn't have
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic
===[ Bugs ]===
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\u2611 Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2610 Nothing. (My in game handle is Darth Dorito)
Alright, so I want to say first and foremost: Azusa isn't perfect, but damn if I don't think it is pretty close. I've been playing
roleplaying games for a long time and I have to admit, not one game has ever taken me so strongly like this one has. There is
such a powerful potential resonating in this game that it is hardly believable for me after being around these types of games for
so long, but Azusa has become my home now for roleplaying. Sheath your blades and come with me to Azusa, warriors of time
and space! This will be a decently sized review.
(not just an RPG, Azusa is roleplay, meaning you're typing out and emoting your in character actions and 'playing' the game
through the eyes of your original character that you treat like your own character in an ever expanding story)
SOUND: When you first log into Azusa, you are greeted with what I can only describe as a weeb song that actually works so
well I was immediately looking around the discord for a link to it's spotify. I instantly thought of the original Dragon's Dogma
theme, it was just such a good intro to the game that I felt like it really prepared me for the world. In one single song (that the
creator of the game paid a real band to make JUST for this game) I felt like I had a good idea of what my experience would be
like. It isn't just the intro song though, the music all over the game is wonderful. In towns you get some real casual, relaxed
music to just chill to. There is actually some music, and boy is it wonderful.
GRAPHICS: Well, the truth is, it's pixels, but they're beautifully done. Azusa has some of the prettiest pixels you'll ever see in a
game. Your character looks well polished, the clothes you wear look well polished and the backgrounds! Oh my goodness, the
towns and cities. They all look so great. There are dozens and dozens of options to decorate with too, so you can use the
gorgeously crafted map tiles and create your own custom home, dojo, hotel, hospital -- whatever. It's a roleplaying game, so if
you can dream it, you can probably make it and it'll look AMAZING because the owner can actually make some beautiful
artwork with the pixels.
Gameplay: Like I've been saying, Azusa is a roleplaying game. You play this, it isn't like a normal MMO or a PvP game by any
means. Sure, there are mobs in the game you can kill to get crafting component, food, potentially even rare drops that can offer
your character more stats, but your actions in the game should usually contain some reference of roleplaying element to it, an
emote written out describing your action and why you take said action. This is what makes Azusa a lot of fun, because there is a
hefty chunk of mechanics and game play you can delve into. You have three classes you can be at the start (maybe more if
you're a patreon supporter before logging in, but I imagine if you're a patron you don't need my review!) which are as follows:
Fighter, Master and Civilian. As a fighter, you're the warrior type, you get bonuses that provide additional stat growth in your
combat stats. As a Master, you're replacing those bonuses for YOUR stat growth to instead strongly aid in the development of
other people. Master types are not usually as strong as a Fighter, but they are able to train Fighters into very, very powerful
warriors that can either save the world, or doom it to darkness. A civilian isn't designed to be fighting as much, but you still
absolutely can be a strong fighter as a civilian -- its just that your traits are set up toward building the games economy up. As a
civilian, you're buying traits to become a blacksmith, or a carpenter, perhaps a cook or even a tailor. Maybe all at once. While a
fighter is likely to be legendary for kicking\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you're going to be legendary for crafting the
finest steel, cooking the most succulent dishes, tailoring the finest clothes only fit for a King.
This is why the game play section is going to be the longest part of the review, because with the in game mechanics, if you can
dream it, you can probably do it! You buy all of the aforementioned traits through RPP (Roleplaying Points) which you earn
through emoting and talking IC (In-Character) with other players around you. As you progress through your character's life, you
will steadily accrue RPP and can further develop your character either through traits, straight stat growth, new skills and even
purchasing Cosmo with RPP which is sort of like your raw power. Think of like Battle Power\/Power Level in dbz but better
defined. While you do all of this, your character will actually age (roughly 2 years every 24 hours IRL) and at age 60, you're
eligible (but not forced to) to step into your 'next generation.'
This is where replayability comes into play. At the next generation, you're given additional stat points at creation to further help
your character's growth. At your first character, you'll have 10 stat points to invest, but you get more each new generation. Your
first character was a shop owner, acting as the local smithy and supplying steel for the legion? In your next life, you could very
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well be a fighter that ends up fighting in the same armor and wielding the same weapons your previous character made. Azusa
has almost endless possibilities for game play, allowing each generation for your character to be as unique -- or as similar to the
previous -- as you might want it to be! Speaking of fighting though, the game is more turn-based than you might suspect!
Combat is a lot of fun, and it is because Azusa has a very cool battle system. Instead of just raw open combat, when a battle is
initiated, everyone involved in the combat is given X amount of movement and 1 single attack. There may be certain Perks
which you purchase through RPP that give you more movement or limit the movement of enemy players. You can choose to
emote out each individual action if you want a full more full RP experience, or you can emote out the general strategy you'll
employ with maybe the occasional stop to RP something powerful for dramatic effect. It is because the game has this strategic
element of movement that it adds a layer of subtle depth to the combat. You need to be aware of your surroundings, just as your
character would need to be, and raw power alone cannot always save you. At times, you'll need to effectively out maneuver and
outwit your opponent through knowing how to navigate the battle better. It isn't just brute force, but a tactical mind that can help
you become Azusa's most legendary warrior.

Final Thoughts:
So, there you have it, this game is really something else. It has an engrossing story because the story is YOU, it's your friends,
it's all of your comrades and enemies that you meet in the game coming together to form one cohesive plot that often times feels
more like an anime than some of the anime I watch.It has engaging and interesting combat due to the battle system, as well as
charmingly beautiful pixel art and the like. Is Azusa a flawless master piece? Absolutely not, there are bugs in the game, but
most of the bugs aren't enough to sour your gaming experience. A lot of things could be done better mechanics wise, but I know
they'll be patched out shortly. I obviously enjoy this game a lot, given I literally dumped about 100 hours into it within my first
week of purchase.
As of writing this, there are many ways you can sort of screw your character up in a semi-permanent fashion. Permanent in the
context of your current character's life, but not fully permanent because you reset mostly everything at your next generation
regardless. Unfortunately though, some of the big things that really affect your game play can be irreversible. I didn't even touch
on Armors\/Relics, but if you get the game, you'll enjoy it. I think it's worth paying for.
SCORE: 8\/10. Fun little side scrolling shoot em up. Easy achievments, basically just beat the game and you unlock them all. I
honestly figured I would beat the game in an hour or so but there are a lot more levels then I thought there would be. Overall I'm
happy with my purchase.. Good Game - [3\/10]. More like BAD Arkanoid *snort* *giggle* *fart*
Ok, let's start with the fact that i got a coupon for 90% off to buy this game which did not take effect and I wasn't paying
attention so I paid full price for this...game. So here we are. This is Arkanoid but its mad and full of urban gangsta flava. You
could tell by the spray paint for the title and by the fact that you've just been robbed. Let's begin with the basics:
Your paddle is a skateboard and you shoot this wobbling blue gonad at various boxes. The boxes range from slippers, a stick, a
picture of Lucinda the crack \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, and a steel pipe(also known in the New York barrio as a
Puerto Rican credit card), and a long metal beam. Most boxes need to be struck once to be destroyed. The metal beam is
indestructible, the metal pipe requires 3 strikes, and Lucinda, like all crack \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s, needs to be hit
twice before she leaves you alone. As you destroy blocks, power-ups appear. They greatly help you to complete the game easier.
They range from a protective barrier so you don't lose your gonad, to a lengthened skateboard. If you've played Arkanoid before
you should know what to expect in the power-ups department as they are esentially similar.
The Positives: ( I have to do this doctor's orders )
There are various levels to play through with increasing difficulties. If you are an achievement
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, then lucky you because you get an achievement for pressing start...so yeah.
The Negatives:
I get it, this game isn't supposed to be taken seriously but it doesn't excuse the sloppy execution. First of all,
physics...\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it all. The gonad goes wherever it wants to. You may even try Arkanoid tactics to aim the
descent of the gonad to the utmost tip to manipulate where it goes but it doesn't matter. Even while it is in motion the gonad will
randomly just jerk to any random direction. Sometimes it will riccochet off of nothing. There have been times that I should've
lost and the gonad bounced off the nothing and the gameplay resumed. The little obstacles that fly in like the elephants, the
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bum, the buyers remorse, sometimes it causes the game to stutter and crash. Its like playing a game of snake and the moment
you eat your first apple your phone explodes. When I installed the game a desktop icon didn't even appear even though I
requested it. I'm not blaming the game; I think my computer knew that this was
an\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665turkey and rebelled against it. The music...I'm sure that there is some person that'll
enjoy this drug induced nightmare and sadly it is the only properly functioned feature of the whole game. UNfortuately, for me,
it was okay at best and completely forgettable at worst.
Have you ever played Bloody Boobs? Its exactly what you think it is and it costs a dollar. Its a crappy game trying to sell cheap
sex appeal and thrilling gameplay that rivals trying to pick your underwear from the floor with your toes. While that game has
been bashed to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I letigitmately have had a few hours of fun with the game getting
drunk with friend, laughing, playing with the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and trying to play that anal uppercut of a
game. THIS game, on the other hand gave me no such joy AT ALL. I am not getting a refund for this game because I'm
Catholic and when we \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up, by religious law, we need to be punished. Having this game on my bank
statement is my forty lashes. The only people this game could possibly be catering to are massochistic people looking for a good
time and even then I would advise against it. Just slice your inner thighs a few times like a normal social media user and call it a
night.
* P.S. - I just noticed that this game supports English and Russian. Wow. First we draw pron of their mascot and now this! If
they weren't\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off at us before, they will be now.
*P.P.S - Just throwing this out there...I played the game to absolute completion meaning I earned ALL the achievements.
Compare your life to mine and writhe in envy.. I love roguelikes and I have been playing them since the 80's. Seems like half
the new games coming out are being called "roguelike." However, this is the real deal! It is great fun and I highly recommend it!
And at $5, it is definitely a no brainer.. Super cool but still full of rage Traps.
Still so cool in gameplay .
I would be paying 30$ For this game.
I would be even tell the game to my friends.
But its Free to Play.
But anyways keep up so good games.. Quite good, very very seldom hangups with current games.
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